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Cisco Unity Connection (Networking Technology: IP Communications)Cisco Press, 2011

	This book, Cisco Unity Connection, by Dave Schulz, hits the bull’s-eye of its intended
	topic: Cisco Unity Connection. This book zeroes in on the target with clarity and depth.
	Anyone that uses or considers using the Cisco Unity Connection product needs a copy
	of this book to read when planning a deployment, administering the...
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Distributed Systems: Concepts and Design (4th Edition)Addison Wesley, 2005


	This fourth edition of OUf textbook appears at a time when the Internet and the Web are

	mature systems, supporting a wide variety of di stdbuted applications on a scale far

	greater than could have been anticipated when our third edition was published almost

	five years ago.





	The book aims to provide an understanding...
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Domesday: The Inquest and the BookOxford University Press, 2000
Domesday Book is the oldest and most precious of the public records, but historians still disagree on its purpose. In arguing that the writing of Domesday Book was no part of the Domesday survey, this book proposed a solution to a riddle that will change our perception of the Norman Conquest and Norman kingship.

EVERYONE HAS HEARD of...
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When to Hire—or Not Hire—a Consultant: Getting Your Money's Worth from Consulting RelationshipsApress, 2013

	When to Hire—or Not Hire—a Consultant:Getting Your Money's Worth from Consulting Relationships  is a hands-on, practical guide for anyone thinking about hiring a consultant to set strategy, solve problems, increase profits or revenue, develop new products, open new markets, or improve efficiency.


	Consulting...
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Concurrent and Distributed Computing in JavaJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
An in-depth introduction to concurrent and distributed computing with Java    

Combining the two key types of Java programming, Concurrent and Distributed Computing in Java offers both professionals and students a comprehensive guide to fundamental concepts necessary for mastering Java programming.    

The text is presented in...
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Applications of Nonverbal CommunicationLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2005
Each and every day, in every social interaction, we communicate our feelings, attitudes, thoughts, and concerns nonverbally. Nonverbal communication is used to convey power and status, it is used to express love and intimacy, it is used to communicate agreement, to establish rapport, and to regulate the flow of communication. Nonverbal...
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Consensus and Synchronization in Complex Networks (Understanding Complex Systems)Springer, 2013

	In this book for the first time two scientific fields - consensus formation and synchronization of communications - are presented together and examined through their interrelational aspects, of rapidly growing importance. Both fields have indeed attracted enormous research interest especially in relation to complex networks.
...
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Legal Forms for Starting & Running a Small BusinessNolo, 2004
The legal documents you need on any given day!
Like most small business owners, you probably can't afford to hire a lawyer to draft the legal documents you need in the course of your day-to-day business. 

Now there's an affordable solution -- Legal Forms for Starting & Running a Small Business, which provides you with over 60 legal...
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Due Diligence and the Business Transaction: Getting a Deal DoneApress, 2013

	Due Diligence and the Business Transaction: Getting a Deal Done  is a practical guide to due diligence for anyone buying or selling a privately held business or entering into a major agreement with another company. 

	

	When you’re buying a business, it’s wise to conduct due...
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Limited Liability Companies For DummiesFor Dummies, 2007
What is a limited liability company? How is an LLC different from a corporation? Should you form an LLC for your business? Limited Liability Companies For Dummies, answers all of your questions about LLCs and demystifies the formation and management of these increasingly popular business entities.

This clear, concise guide...
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Java EE 8 High Performance: Master techniques such as memory optimization, caching, concurrency, and multithreading to achieve maximum performance from your enterprise applications.Packt Publishing, 2018

	
		Get more control of your applications performances in development and production and know how to meet your Service Level Agreement on critical microservices.

	
		Key Features

		
			Learn how to write a JavaEE application with performance constraints (Service Level Agreement?SLA) leveraging the...
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Introduction to Reliable Distributed ProgrammingSpringer, 2006

	In modern computing a program is usually distributed among several processes. The fundamental challenge when developing reliable distributed programs is to support the cooperation of processes required to execute a common task, even when some of these processes fail.


	Guerraoui and Rodrigues present an introductory description of...
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